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When we mention the words “Online Banking”, doesn’t the idea of “Unfulfilled promise” 

creep up?creep up?
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At the end of the 90’s the introduction of internet technology to the mainstream 

technologies used in business, led to the expectation of pure internet enterprises technologies used in business, led to the expectation of pure internet enterprises 

eliminating physical presence to one or more points in the value chain.

Especially in the cases of non tangible goods (or in cases where parts of the value chain 

could become dematerialized) like money, telecommunications spectrum, software or 

music, the expectations were really high and in some cases business plans that 

supported such e-businesses (for example pure e-bank entities like Egg and Netbank) 

were justified based on these expectations.

A sequence of failures as demonstrated in a timeline in Figure 1 managed to resize those 

expectations as past ventures led most firms to just expose routine back end systems 

transactions through the internet without a clear focus on sales or relationship building 

or an integrated cross channel sales approach. More recent failures actually 

strengthened skepticism on the sales potential of internet as a channel in Financial 

Services
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How do people rate their online presence regarding sales potential/
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Even in the cases where e-business was implemented through an additional channel and 

not as a pure e-business entity, a mismatch has been identified between the initial not as a pure e-business entity, a mismatch has been identified between the initial 

expectation for an additional sales stream that would result in online applications for 

banking products, and the actual customer-service-cost-reducing approach that was 

finally adopted

This mismatch between expectations from Internet technology and results from final 

implementation –as demonstrated in Figure 2.- leads to a more general remark:

Observation of business environment since the commercialization of internet 

technology with the introduction of the browser in the mid 90’s shows that even though 

in certain industries (ICT, retail commerce etc.) internet technology led to differentiation 

of business models, in banking (financial services in general) business practices have not 

evolved. Banks perceived innovation through internet as an investment opportunity and 

funded businesses that based their business model on innovation. However, we observe 

that the degree to which financial institutions have infused innovation to their structure 

has been negligible.
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Apart from the foreseeable commission related income reduction, we can observe 

based on Bank Of Greece data, a 10-year-long trend of interest margin reduction of 50%based on Bank Of Greece data, a 10-year-long trend of interest margin reduction of 50%
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As an example of how banking business remains unchanged in an environment where 

changes happen we can observe Wal-Mart and Home Depot applying for banking changes happen we can observe Wal-Mart and Home Depot applying for banking 

licenses, while major players in the auto making industry (VW, BMW) have completed 

this process. It is obvious that financial institutions could provide “white label” products 

and services to these organizations but failed to do so. Beyond that, we consider worth 

observing that banks have not yet reacted, offering as a service the skill set that they 

have seen enterprises from other industries developing internally. Although these 

brands may had the gravity to develop know how internally, there are others that either 

do not have the capacity yet to follow the same approach or choose to focus on 

developing their core competence, production and distribution of goods and services.

If we factor in the changes in the financial payments landscape the implementation of 

the Single European Payments Area (SEPA), we will observe that new non banking 

organizations will be able to provide payments services intercepting this commission 

generating activity that until now was carried out exclusively by banks.  This 

interception, beyond the obvious reduction of operating income, will be depriving banks 

from data related to the transactional behavior of their clients, as well as from 

opportunities for cross selling and up selling.

Apart from the foreseeable commission related income reduction, we can observe 

based on Bank Of Greece data, a 10-year-long trend of interest margin reduction of 50%
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In this changing environment, banks opted to push their business model to the extreme, 

underestimating in many cases lending risk (Nellis, McCaffery, Hutchinson 2000) than to underestimating in many cases lending risk (Nellis, McCaffery, Hutchinson 2000) than to 

investigate the possibilities presented by the provision of higher value products and 

services, stemming out from the decomposition and revision of their current approach 

in conducting business. 

During the same decade that interest margins were sliced in half, from the 

commercialization of browser software in 1995 to the seminal paper “What is Web 2.0”, 

published by Tim O’ Reilly in 2005, a cycle of technological evolution closed. Following 

the introduction of Web 2.0, the way internet technology was transformed during the 

1995-2005 timeframe as well as the internet technology of the time are covered by the 

umbrella term “Web 1.0”

The question that stems from this observation is :

“Did the Financial Services industry fail to capitalize to their full extend the business 

opportunities presented by the technological evolution introduced by the internet during 

the web 1.0 phase and how is it dealing with web 2.0.

If so, what was the reason for this failure? Are things going to be different in a “Web 

2.0” environment?
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Clearly there is substantial uncertainty in the banking industry as to how to treat this 

innovation as sustaining or as disruptive [Callaway and Hamilton (2008), 57]. Christensen innovation as sustaining or as disruptive [Callaway and Hamilton (2008), 57]. Christensen 

and Raynor [2003] approach this uncertainty from both directions arguing on one hand 

that Internet Banking should be deployed as sustaining technology while at the same 

time they consider that pure online banks may be successfully building a low end 

disruption. 
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The figure, depicts the results of one out of many surveys indicating that online banking 

activity is higher among the most profitable customers of banks. The segment defined as activity is higher among the most profitable customers of banks. The segment defined as 

Mass Affluent in Figure 3 is comprised of customers with $100.000 to $999.999 in 

investible assets which could not be described as the segment that would be satisfied 

with a lesser product or service.

This could be perceived as conflicting with the definition of disruptive technology, but 

we consider that this is a result of the deployment of Internet Banking as a sustaining 

technology. As an additional transactional medium for those who could afford the 

internet connection and the learning curve.

Internet Banking, at least during Web 1.0, has indeed been deployed as a sustaining 

technology, and we argue that this points to a weakness in the process of innovation 

assessment and adoption in the Financial Services industry. The assessment of internet 

has been limited within the context of Information Systems Management to the 

assessment of the underlying technology and it’s potential to improve the efficiency of 

the traditional banking business. 
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In order to better understand how Financial Institutions manage technological 

innovation we will use the business model concept out of the strategy literature.innovation we will use the business model concept out of the strategy literature.

We will refer to the following definition of a business model: ”The business model is a 

structural template that describes the organization of a focal firm’s transactions with all 

of its external constituents in factor and product markets” [Amit and Zott (2008), 1-26]. 

By analyzing the business model construct for a firm. we can observe  the mechanism of 

value creation and capture in the specific environment. (Amit and Zott, 2001).

The role of the business model in the transformation of technological innovation to 

value is not a static one. The selection of business model is very important when 

considering how to capture value from technological innovation that presents 

opportunities that do not fit with the current business model [Chesbrough and 

Rosenbloom (2002)].

Business models can have more than one dimensions: for example one that reduces 

operational cost by suppressing transaction cost (Williamson, 1975) and one that 

redefines the connections within the value net providing new ways of value creation. 

The terms used to define the two themes of business models are efficiency-centered 

business models and novelty centered ones (Amit and Zott, 2008). The importance of 

this observation lies in the fact that given the market strategy the theme of the business 

model is what will define the value creation mechanism. It is also interesting to know 

that both themes can be applied in the scope of a firm.
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But is there a successful example of a company that using strategy and the business 

model structure managed to extract the maximum business value from technological model structure managed to extract the maximum business value from technological 

innovation through a consistent long term approach?

An answer to this question is quoted in Chesbrough (1998:1). It was provided from John 

Seely Brown, Chief Scientist of Xerox Corporation and Director of the Xerox Palo Alto 

Research Center:

“Not everything we start end up fitting with our businesses later on. Many of the ideas 

we work on here involve a paradigm shift in order to deliver value. So sometimes we 

must work really hard to find the ‘architecture of the revenues’… here at Xerox, there 

has been a growing appreciation for the struggle to create a value proposition from our 

research output, and for the fact that his struggle is as valuable as inventing the 

technology itself”.
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Conceptually we suggest using the Strategic Innovation Management construct in order 

to guide the process of transforming disruptive innovation to business value. Such a to guide the process of transforming disruptive innovation to business value. Such a 

construct would complement  Information Systems Management extending the 

assessment of innovation beyond it’s technological dimension in order for strategic 

decisions to be taken. For example whether innovation should be treated as sustaining 

or disruptive, or what would be the business model that would best transform 

innovation into value.

We will resort to previous work that has been done in the Information systems 

Management domain of knowledge in order to assess the business value of technology 

and we will attempt to derive out of this environment, new tools in order to assess the 

business value of innovation beyond it’s technological nature.
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One of the most important challenges in defining business value is the definition of metrics that 
will be used.will be used.
Standard accounting measures of investment payback performance are out of context when 
assessing strategic choices (Kauffman and Kriebel, 1988). Moreover as in cases of assessing 
strategic choices we are not evaluating the possible monetary benefit of isolated investments in 
tangible assets or software, the request for a single metric that would justify our choice would 
undermine the assessment process. 
Despite the early warning signals, value assessment of technology was guided by conventional 
accounting measures and actually did get off track leading to the definition of the “Productivity 
Paradox”. This term came up in the end of the 80s to describe the mismatch between the 
investments in IT and the expectations risen because of these investments and the measurable 
results in productivity that were supposed to justify these expectations The extend of the 
frustration was depicted in statements like the following: “No, computers do not boost 
productivity at least not most of the time” (Economist, 1990).
It should be clear by now that firm level measures of current firm operation provide limited 
understanding of value creation through technology.
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However, closer review of the mismatch actually never proved that the metrics that led 

to the paradox were the appropriate ones.to the paradox were the appropriate ones.

“A paradox remains in our inability to unequivocally document any contribution after so 

much effort. The various explanations that have been proposed can be grouped into four 

categories:

Mismeasurement of outputs and inputs,

Lags due to learning and adjustment

Redistribution and dissipation of profits

Mismanagement of information and technology”

(Erik Brynjolfsson, 1993:9)

It should be clear by now that firm level measures of current firm operation provide 

limited understanding of value creation through technology.
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As an example of what could be used versus the established monetary isolated 

accounting based metrics is presented in the next slide. This table provides a possible accounting based metrics is presented in the next slide. This table provides a possible 

resolution to the debate between those who claim that the only thing that matters in e-

business is number of online sales and those who believe that there is broader business 

value in e-business. In the next slide we articulate dimensions to  be measured in order 

to assess the broader concept of business value:
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A French regional cooperative bank with 10 million customers decided to walk the talk 

and engage in crowdsourcing. 15% of the “banker”’s opinios were useless. Once a week and engage in crowdsourcing. 15% of the “banker”’s opinios were useless. Once a week 

the bank randomly selected a person that participated and gave away an iPod. Finally 

the bank picked the 30 best and let the people vote for the best thus defining 

implementation priorities.

15% were useless but there was a lot worth looking at.

“I would explain the fees to my customers” NOT drop. EXPLAIN

Fictitious account for children

Commit to a deadline for responding to any channel a request domes from

It is up to the bank to live to it’s promise but meanhwile “La banque a qui parler” got a 

whole new meaning.

The bank still bears the responsibility to be a great bank, but it has aligned itself with it’s 

customers, listening to them, tapping a source of innovation.
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Let’s assume that banks define the metrics and then listen. Is there any indication of 

how a business model can change?how a business model can change?
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Prepare to move to the next business derivative
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Redefine number and type of connections to the value net.
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Selling  could be positioned as a natural ohase of a  process that starts with Discussion 

and Education. and Education. 
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Dicussion and Education delivered through stimulating interfaces
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That add value beyond the current offering that emulates cashier functions over the net.
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With practical offerings that support daily lives of customers
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Possibly with humor, and definitely in a less formalized approach.
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Finally let’s keep in mind that by creating an innovative web interface we have not 

actually modified the way we create value.actually modified the way we create value.
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